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In this paper we construct a planar graph of degree four which admits exactly N, kolorings, WC‘ 
prove that such a graph must have degree at least four, (and we consider various generalizarians. 
We first allow our graph to have either one 01’ two vertices of infinite degree andlor to admit only 
finitely many colorings. and we note how this affects the degties of the remaining vertices. We 
next consider n-colorings for n > 3, and we construct graphs which we conjecture (but cannot 
pr~vc) are of minimal degree. Finally, we consider nondenumerable graphs, and for every 
3 < n (Y w and every infinite cardinal K we constn;ct a graph of cardinakty K -which admits exactly 
K n -coIarings. WC also show that the number of n -coIorings of a denumerable graph can never be 
strictly between W,, and 2% and that an appropriate gencsaliration hoids for at least certain 
non&numerable graphs. 
I. IutNJtIuction 
In a private communication Dwight Bean asked if there exists a denumerable 
graph of finite degree which admits exactly MO 3-colorings. We prove that there does 
exist such a graph, and, in fact, one whi& is planar and of degree 4, but there 
cannot exist one of degree 3. We also consider generalizations to higher cbomatic 
numbers and higher cardinals, e.g. if n is finite but greater than 2 and K is any 
infinite cardinal, then there exists a graph of cardinality K which admits exactly K 
n-colorings, but if the Continuum Hypothesis fails, there dces not exist a 
denumerable graph with exactly #, n-cc;lorings. 
This paper will be divided into four sections. In this section we introduce the 
notation and conventions which will be used later. In Section 2 we consider 
benumerable graphs with a specified Q-Ix+~I r-umber o,f vertices ol” infinite degree and 
discuss the degrees of the remaining vertices under constraints on t hc number of 
n-colorings. In Section 3 we consider not6dznumerable graphs, and in Sltction 4 we 
conclude with some open problems. 
Ifa what follows, all graptrs wit! be simpk: i.e. between any two vertices there will 
be at most one edge, ancf there wiif be r13 loops. A subgraph will dw~ys be a _%lf 
&tgr~ph. The &g~e of 8 vertex 1) (whkh we denote by S(v)) is the number of 
* ?%c? pr+SparNiorn of this piaper was parti&y su~~xx+ted by a grant from the Faculty Research Award 
Program of the City University af New York. 
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edges incident to it. and the d&gr~ of a graph G (denoted by 6(G)) is the 
supremum of the degrees of its vertices. An n-c&ring of a graph technically is a 
partitioning of the vertices ol” the graph into .n disjoint sets such that no two 
adjacent vertices belong to 1 he same set. An n -cl’ique is a graph consisting of II 
vertices any two of which are adjecent. 
As usual, we denote the cardinality of a graph G by 1 C? f and its chromatic 
number by x(G). We note that if G is infinite and has chromatic number n, then it 
admits 2fGi (n + I)-colorings. In particular, if 1% is ir#fni% an (n t 1 )-coloring is an 
n-coloring. so an infinite graph G has either no or 2 0l n-colorings. Thus we shall be 
interested only in graphs with finite chromatic numbers. Similarly, for graphs with 
chromatic number n we shall be interested only in ri-colorings, and when we speak 
of a coloring of ir graph G, we shall mean a l:(G)-coloring unless we state 
otherwise. The only exception to this will be that w hen we speak of a c&ring of a 
subgraph H of a graph G, we shall mean a x(G )-coloring rather than a 
X(H)-coloring. We use v(G) to denote the numbtzr of colorings of G. 
Finally, throughout this paper we shall be especially concerned with those 
vertices of a graph G which are of degree f G 1 s and so we denote by G + the 
subgraph consisting of exactly the : -7crtices of degree 1 G 1, ,_ iid we denote by G- 
the subgraph G - G’. Similarly, w, use the terms “almost ali” and “almost none” 
as abbreviations for ‘“all but fewer than 1 G I” and “fewer than 1 G I” respectively. 
In Section 3 where we deal with uncountable graphs we use standard set theoretic 
terminology. If K is any cardinal, then K* is the smallest cardina’l greater than K ; 
d(K), the cofindity of K, is the smallest cardinal A such that K can be decomposed 
into A sets each of cardinality strictly less than K ; at?d 2” is the supremurn of the set 
(2” : A < rc 1. An infinite cardinal K is defined to be reg&zr ifl cf(K) = K, singdur 
it is not regular, a limit cardinal iff it is not of th{tL form y + for some cardinal 
inacczssibfe iff it is a regular limit cardinal, and sfroogly inaccessible iff it 
inaccessible and r < K -+ 2” C K. 
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2. Denumerable graph:; 
In this section we consider only graphs G which are denumerable and have finite 
chromatic number. The examples we give having chromatic number three will also 
be planar. 
The case x(G) = 2 is simple and is completely covered by 
Theorem 2.1. If G is denunremble and ~M.U clrr(Jmufic number two, then v(C) is 
either finite or equal to c. 
Proof. If x(G) =: 2, then G consists of uniquely colorable connected compone;nts 
which may be colored independently each k two ways. Thus if CZ has ro c K@ 
+rmponents, it hais 2”-’ colorings, and if it has 8~8, components, it must admit c 
We also note For future reference that 
This last theorem in its contrapositive form is typical of the theorems that will 
follow in that it gives us a condition on the degrees of the vertices of a graph if it is 
to have fewer than c colorings. It is clear that without further restrictions, this is all 
that can be 4d since we can always take an (11 - I)-clique and add denumerably 
many new vertices each connected to eat-h member of the clique to obtain a 
uniquely colorable graph with infinitely many vertices of degree IZ - 1 and 
chromatic number n. We next conside. the cast= when we plit various restrictions on 
the number of vertices of infinite degree and/or the number of possible colorings. 
With regard to the latter we see that there are three immediate possihlities: finitely 
many coloringa, denumerajty many colorings, or c colorings. Furthermore, should 
the Continuum Hypothesis fait, me might expect a fourth possiblity, namely that 
there exist denumerable graphs for which v(G) is strictly between No and c. Our 
next theorem eliminates this fourth case and thus allows us in what f.Alows to 
assume that if a denumerab!e graph does no: have c colorings, then it has at 
most NO. 
Theorem 2.3. A denunwwble graph which has uncountably rmny colorings must 
have c colorings. 
PIVM& Let G be any denumerable graph oi chromatic number n which admits 
uncountably many colorings. List the vertices of G as (u, : i c w), and assume that 
there is some fixed set of n colors to be used. Then let 3 be thr= set of finite 
sequences (so, sl, . . . , s,) of these colors such that there is a coloring of the entire 
graph which assigns each s, to ui, and partial& order Y’ by extension. Cleariy, Y is a 
tree under this ordering, and the colr,rings of G correspond to the paths through 
this tree. 
Now let ,T be the subtree of 3’ consisting c,f the points in .Y which are contained 
in uncountably many paths. Because there are uncountably many paths, 3 must be 
infinite, and each point in 9 must be contained in uncountably many paths throw@ 
Y. But it is easily seen that such a tree must have continuum m: ;ty paths through l L 
and therefore, so must 9. 
Tn p,articular, if the Continuum Hypothe& fails, then there is no denumerabte 
graph which admits exactfy N, colorings. 
In what follows, we shall be dealing with graphs which have reiatively few 
vertices of infinite degree, and we shall be interested in questions concerning the 
decrees of the remaining vertices. Therefore, in order to simplify the classifi2:ation 
of graphs by their vertices of f;nite dl\:gree, we introduce some new notation. For 
any graph G we set 
A,“(G)=I(uE(G-G’): n<S(u))l, A:(G)=I(ME(G-G~):~“~~(*~)}), 
A;(G)= l(u E G:: 6(u)< n)l. A,“(G)= l{k, E G: 8(v)g n)/, 
and 
A,(G)= f(o E G: S(v)- n}l. 
Thus in this notation Theorem 2.2 states that if 1 G I =e 4 ,“lo,-,(G) = NO, then 
ulG)=c. 
Fof simplicity we next consider the case x (6) = 3. Note that Theorem 2.2 tells us 
zhat irn this case t(G) < c implies rhat A;‘(G) is finite and, therefore, that 
A T(G)-+ IG + I= No. We first show that if v(G) is to be exactly &, then more is 
required. 
Theorem 2.4. If ICI= u(G)=&, an& x(G)==3, then A_~(G)+(G’~==&. 
Pro& Let G be as in the hypothesis. If G + is Minite, we are done, so suppose 
otherwise. Then G __ must be infinite, and there must be at lease” one coloring ‘G of 
G + which can be extended to G * in exactly No ways. Furthermore, since V extends 
independently to each of the connected components of G, there can be only 
finitdy man) to which % extends nonuniquely. Thus there must be at least one 
component id of G - to which % may be extended in exactly 8t,, ways. 
But if H is connected and has almost no vertices of degree greater than WO, then 
it must have almost no vertices of d;:gree one. Thus if G has almost na vertices of 
degree greater than two, then almost none of the vertices of hl are adjacent o 
vert ices of G + . However, this implies : hat there must be an infinite subgraph ?i’ sf 
W which is in the form of a chain and which contains no vcrtkes adjacent to any in 
G l _ and this, in turn, implies that any extension of % to f; - W’ which can be 
extended to G can be so extended in 2”~ distinct ways. 
Note that although we did not use the hypar.hesis x(G) =: 3 in the above prwf, 
the theorem becomes a special case of Theorem 2.2 if y(G) 3 3. 
We neAt see that without further reMctions on the cardinaiity of G + this is best 
possible. While the graph described below is not of finite degree and, therefore, 
&XS not-provide an answer to Beat& original question, it is important because it 
will c,erve as a model for most of crur remaining graphs, The meaning of the 
srlhscript will be given in the next section, 
Proof. Coosider the graph (3: in Fig. I. Its set of vertices IS the set {u, w) u 
I v, : i ( uf. and its set of edges is the set of pairs 
([k w )) u {(% 0, ~0: i c 0) u {(k &k,, ): k c #, i 4 2) 
u((w.usl,+,): k<o,2si d). 
For conveni ‘rice, we assume that the colors available to color G: are red, blue, 
and green, and that the vertices u and v ar% ccrlored blue and green respectively. In 
this case WC see that for each k < (0 exactly one of the \rerfiCes )Jt2k. t&+1 must he 
chasen to be colored red, and that once these choicer\ have been made, the C&X-s of 
this remaining vertices wilt be determined. MQW~NS, these choices may not bc 
made independently. In fact. if k,, is the least k for which ~‘k+~ is colored red, then 
for every k > k,, the vertex vzk I I must also be colored red. ChereZore. thcrc are 
exactly Is,, possible colorings depenciing upon the choice of k,. 
We note that we may add an infinite set of new vertices to GL and connect each 
of these new vertices to the vcrticcs 14 and w. This ;vill not change the chromatic 
number of the B,:aph nor the number i,f cororings it admits, but the new graph will 
now have infinitely many vertices of %degree two. 
On the other h‘md, if we wish to decrease the number of vertices of infinite degree 
by even one, then the degrees of the remaining vertices must increase. 
Pmf. Choose a 3-coloring of 43 consistinp of the colors red, blue. and green, and 
&SUN that the vertesz t? of infinite dqpe, if such exists, is colored red. Now if the 
subgraph N consisting of the blue ;\nd green wrtice~ has Infiniteiy many compo- 
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nents, then by interchanging these coi-ors in differcrt’ subsets of these wmponcnts it 
is easy to obtain c colorings of G. Simiiarli, if there exist infinitely many blue or 
green vertices which are not a!ljacent to a red vertex. then there will again be c 
colorings. Thus we may restrict ourselves to the case where H has only finitely 
many cc?mponents and almost .;Jl of its vertices are adjacent to at least one red 
ve l lex. 
Ycxt we note that a branch point of one of these components must be adjacent to 
at least three blue or three green vertices, so by the restriction on vertices of degree 
greater than three, LI 3ere can be only finitety many such branch points. Thus if we 
define a vertex to be normal iff it is blue and adjacent to one red and two green 
vertices or it is green and adiacent to one red and two blue vertices, then almost all 
of the vertices of N Klust be normal and, therefore, of degree tkree. 
NO-Y assume that tjlere are infinitely many red vertices. Ther, infinitely many of 
these are adjacent only to normal vertices. Thus we m;;y assume without loss of 
generality that there are infinitely m&ny red vertices each of which is adjacent to at 
least one normal blue vertex and to no non-nnrmal blue vertices. But in this cast 
the colors of such a red vertex and its.adjncent blrji: vertices may be interchanged 
without affecting the remainder of the coloring, so again there must be c colorings. 
If, on the other hand, we assur. r= Pat tI,ere are cnly finitely many red vertices, 
then there must be one red vertex c,f infinite degree, and because no denumerable 
graph with chromatic number twc; admits exactly NC colorings, u(G) must be finite. 
For Y(G ) = No and 1 G + I= 1 this is best possible as can be seen by 
Thmrem 3 7. Thare exists a denumerabr e planar graph G of chrlrmatic number three 
lor dkh jG’/= 1, A,(G)=A~(G)=Ar(G)=~,,, AZ(G)==O, and V(G)=&. 
Proof. Consider 21e graph M in Fig 2. The sl;,Flgraph consisting of the vertex of 
infinite degree and the vertices adjm. =w -w it IS jj niquely colorable, and once this 
subgraph is colored, the remaining row of vertices iuch2ves cxacrly as did the 
vertices of finite degree in (3:. AS bcforC, it is easy tc, abd an infinite set of vertices 
of degree two. 
We may use Table I ta summarize oui rtsults to this point on doumerat~ir 
graphs of chromatic number three. 
-.-._ ---- _ WI- -----I II_ -- ---....- ----- _____.______ 
v(G) --’ n,, v(G) -f M, 
-. ---- - -.---.a-. .___-.--___ __--__.___._ ___ 
3 t(G) d- i G ’ I must he infini:c. J”(G) + ,c;*: must he infinite. 
iC;‘!Lz A:(G) must he finite. There exists iI planar graph G for 
which A ,*(C; ) --‘- 0 and ;li ,(G ) = 3,(G ) I- n,,. 
Y-- --II__- s-m---.-.__- _-__.^II II_ --.--_-- _-I__--- .- 
A T(G) must be inflnrtc. b J(G) must be infinite. 
ic;+/=1 3;(G)<~,-+S;.(ii)~.N,,. There exist:, a planar graph Cr for 
which 9 .‘(G) = (i and Ad(G) = 3 ,(G ) = 
= d,(G ) I-- N,,. 
__I-- - - _--_--- Wm.--_.. _I_____ --cI~--_ ______.^ 
$-vj==o 4*“(G) must be infinite. 13 T(G? muhr he infinite. 
. -Ic-...~ -- ..---_-_. I_^ __ _I_ _--___LI~-- ~-_ _I. - 
We note that the third row appears incomplete, and it s~rns rssonatrle to 
conjecture that in this ease we have [v(G) + .A ;fC; 1 =c N,,-+ J r(G) c( a<,,) and 
[v(G) = N$o+ A T(G l= No]. Wh I i e WC do not know if the first of these zonjectures i., 
true or not, we sot’ next that the d+econd is f&z Et is this example which answers 
Bean’s original quest ion. 
#%t&. A.n example of such a graph is the one shown in Fig. 3. It if, easily seen that 
in this graph once the vertices M and v are cofo!-ed, the C&IS of aI! the rttrnaining 
vertices except those in tlte center \~w are detf/:rmincd. But after the vertices qot in 
the center row are colored, this et\ntet row illehaves with respect to colorings in 
essentially the same manner at6 (G!‘.). ) the m \ in ex=ption being ahat we have to 
look at strips of length four instead of I&S. We leave the details to tke reader. 
We continue with graphs of higher chromatic number. We first note 
Themem 2.9. For any finife n 2 3 there exist denumerabie graphs G, and H,, of 
chromatic number n and degree 2(n - 1) such that Y(G”) = 1 and u(H,,) = No. 
Proof. The graph G, consists of the set of vertices {u, : i < w) and the set of edges 
((u,, V, ): 0 C 1 i - j 1 < n ). 
The gra:Jh H” is more complicated. We first construct a graph G * from the graph 
G,-2 by adding a new set (Izi : j < 2, i < o) of vertices and a new set {{E( y,u 2!: i < 
0,) u ((u!, u& (i - l)(n - 2)~ k < (i + I)(n - 2)) of edges. The yraph G * has 
chromatic number n and may be thought of as consisting of a uniquely coloiable 
(up to permutations of the colors) subgraph Gt -= plus an inEnite set of adjacent 
pairs {up, u :} each of which takes ., ;: fhe remaining two colors, but nn no particular 
order. Next let G ** be a copy of C * in which the vertices uc have been relabeled 8s 
wi and the vertices u f as ui’” . Now let H, be the graph obtained by adding G * at;d 
G **, deleting the vertices ug and u:, and adding the set 
E =((u,‘,u:): o<i QO}~((W~,U:)+~): i ~&J{(&.+): i <(n -2)) 
of new edges. The first two parts of the set E have the effect :if making the 
subgraph CJ generated by thti: vertices u; into a chain consisting of alrernating pairs 
from G ** and G *. It is this subgraph which will behave essentially like (GL)-. 
To see this we first note that any coloring of Hn becomes an (n - Q-coloring of 
both G*-U and G**- U (although not necessarily assigning the same n - 2 
colors to both graphs). Similarly, we note that any two colorings of H,, will be equal 
tin both these graphs up to permutations of the colors (although again the 
permutations on the two might be diflerent). Thus there are only finitely many 
n -coiorings of H, - e/t which can be extended 1.0 Cr. Let % be such a coloring. l[f % 
assigns only n - 2 colors to H,, - U, then thert must be a unique extension of % to 
ZJ modulo a pcrmutatiorl of the remaining two colors. If on the other hand, 4& 
assigns exactly n - 1 colors to H, - U (and therr: clearly exist such %), then 1u will 
indeed behave like (G$ with respect to extc nsions. Finally, WC see that 4! cannot 
assign all n colors to f;ln -. C_? because the rh I:rd part of E forces u i trj have some 
color other than those assigned to G * - U. N.)te that the two vertices of G * were 
removed in order to add this third part of’ E without raising the de ree of H, above 
2(n - ‘)* 
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neirhet has vertices of finite degree greater than 2(n - 1) -- k, v(G i) = 1, and 
w(H$ = E(r,. 
Prmf. Add a k-clique to G, .k or F&-k above and connect each member of the 
clique to every other member of the graph. 
We note that in the above the r + lition k 6 n - 3 may be replaced by k < n with 
no changes in the case of the G, and onl~ minor modifications of the case of the C-I ;. 
We also note that except in the special case of the modified Wk none of these graphs 
have more than finitely many vertices of degree less than 2(rt - 1) - k. 
We now ask if these results are best possible. That is, for any k 6 n - 3 is it true 
that *1 denumerable graph G of chromatic number n with k vertices of infinite 
deg.ee and at most ?4,, colorings must have infinitely many vertices of degree no less 
than 2(n - l)- k, and that if almost none of its vertices have degree greater than 
this number, then almost none of its vertices will have degree less than it? We 
believe this is true, but we are unable to prove it without the aid of some special 
case which we introduce as conjectures. These are b 1 ply gencralizat ions of the 
unfinished row in Table 1. 
Con/ecture. C,, : If G is a denumetabfe grupF of chromatic number n and firtite 
degree for which v(G ) < &,, then 
Note that C2 is true and was used in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Given C,, we 
prove the analogous 
Theorem 2.iO. FOP n > k the conjecture Cn _ Ir implies that if G is any denumerable 
graph of chrt>matic number n which admits af most 14~) c&rings and which has at 
mast k vertices uf infinite degree and admost no vertices of degree greutpr than 
2(n - 1) - k, then almost all of its vertices have degree 2(n - 1) - k, exnctly k of the 
rcmlaining uerfices have infinite degree, almost all of the vertices of $nitu degree are 
tzijucent tu every vertex of i@nite degree, and no coloring of G cnn assign the sama 
cab to two of the vertices of infinite degree. 
Pmf. Let ‘F be any coloring of G, and choose any set S of n -- k ~obrs in the 
range of % such that the subgraph I-I = {v E G : W=(v) E S) is disjoint from G +. \ 
Since almost every vertex of G must be adjacent to vertices of every color except its 
own, almost every vertex of W must be adjacent to at least k vertices in G - I-L But 
this implies that almost every vertex of W is adjacent to at most 9,(n - 1) - k - k = 
2(n - k - 1) vertices in W. bus by C.,_+ almost every Vertex of l”i is adjacent to 
exactly 2(n I- k C. 1) vertices in H and. therefore, to exactly one vertex in G - H of 
cxh color not in S. 
WOW &fine a vertex o E (G - l-l) to be regular iff u ha!; degree at most 
2(n - 1)-k, u is, adjacent to at least one vt=rtcx of each color other than its own, 
and no veh-tex ISX H’ which is adjacent to tf is also adjacent to my other vertex of 
color %‘(u ). It is clear from the above that almost all of the vertices of G - H are 
regu!ar. Burt a regular vertex can be adjacent to at most 2(n - t) - k - (k - 1) = 
2(n - k ) - I vertices in H, so if 11 is regular, there must be at least one color c E S 
such that u is adjacent to only one vertex of color c. However, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.6, this implies that if there are to be fewer than c colorings of (3, there 
can be at most finitely many regular vertices in G - PI. 
We conclude this section with some observations on finding subgraphs of a gritph 
on which every coloring of the original graph is constant. Clearly if G is infinite and 
admits only finitely many colorings, then given any infinite subgraph S of G there is 
an intinite subgraph 1’ of § on which every coloring of G is constant. On the other 
hand, as can be seen by any of our examples, this is not necessarily true if G admits 
Y. colorings. Ii, however, we define a coloring %? to be almost constant on a set T iff 
there is 2 finite set .F such that ?Z is constant on T - F, then we may obtain similar 
results for these graphs also. 
Theorem 2.11. Let G be any denumerable gtaP;: whit 4 ad&s exactly 8% colorings. 
Then for every infinite subgruph S of G there is WI infinite subgrqh T of S on which 
every coloring of G is almosf co. vt~k, 2. 
Proof. Let {Ui : i E o} be an enumeration of the colorings of G. We construct a 
decreasing quence (S, : i E w) of infinite subsets of G inductiveiy by setting 
S, = S and letting SC+ l be any infinite subset of S, on which %$ is constant. While the 
intersection of the S, may well be finite or empty, it is well knowr, that we can 
always find an infinite set T such that for each i the set T - S, is finite. 
Corollary 2.J 1.1. Let G be any denumerable graph which admits exactly I&, 
colorings. ‘Fhen there exists Q family (T, : i < u) of disjoint infinitt! subgraphs of G 
such that 
(a) Eoery coloring of G is almost constant on each r. 
(b) For ecrch coloring c& of G and cac5 colw c in the range of %’ for which %-‘(c) is 
infinite there exists an i and Q finite set F such that Cg[T, - F] = (c). 
3. Nondeewmeaable graphs 
In this section we shall consider problems xlated to generalizations of Theorem 
2.3. More precisely, given an uncountable cardinal K, for which cardinals +C s A *s 2’ 
do there exist graphs G of cardinality K sat4ying v(a) = A ? We be@n with the 
endpoints. Clearly we Parr always find qppropriat~ graphs wkh 2” co~ar&s, ,and we 
show now that the same is true for R colorings. 
Tlheoaem 3.1. FOP every finite n :7 2 and et?ery unrounfab/e cardinal K tkre exists a 
P~ooL We first cons?ruc+t an auxiliary graph G f. Its vertices wi{f be any set 
CR, : a e K) of K eicments, and its edges will be the set of all pairs, (u,, ofi) satisfying 
one of the foilawing. 
0) P =C#+l, 
(2) p is a cardinal, cy < p1 and a = 3 (mod 4), or 
(3) p is a limit ordinal, a <p. la!=Ipi, and cr = J(mod4). 
T!c note that if K is a iimil cardinal, then no vertex of G z has degree X. This 
property wiii be essential when K is singular, and it ic; for this reason that we do not 
combine conditions 2 and 3. Nr,te also that G: Es simply an uncountable 
geneyniizat ion of (G J,)’ . 
we zat construct Gz for K regular by adding to G z an (n - I)-cIique with 
vertices (-do, 14 ,,. . . , ti, 2) and all edges of the form (u,, t:, ) for which 
(1) i a? -0, 
(3 i = 0 and a = 0,) (mod 4), or 
(3) i = 1 and a = 2,3(mod4). 
Note that for n = 3 and K = u this graph is just G ,L. 
For K singular this construction yield!, graphs with the proper number of 
colorings, but the vertices 11, ail have degree K. To avoid this, let A be the cofinality 
of K. Then we add a uniquely colorable graph of cardinaiity A to G z, and we use the 
members of this as we did the (n - I)-cliques above. More precisely. to G t we add 
an n-clique with vertices {u,). ul,. . . , cd,, ,) and a set (iv?: i < ‘1, -- 2, 6 < A ) of new 
vertices. Then we partition the vertices of G t into h sets !a/; : P < A) each of 
cardinaiity less &an K, and we add the following edges. 
(1) f(w?,u,): i+ jL 
(2) {fw f, ua ): i 3 2 and tla E V, )+ 
(3) ((WF, @a ): a = 0, I (mod 4) and u, E V,). 
(4) {(WK tk): a = 2,3 (mod 4) and O, E C’@ >. 
r(iotc that condition I guarantees ttrat each w @ must take on the same colar as u,, 
and tlptat conditbns 2,3, and 4. are analogous to the conditions in the regular Case. 
Wz note that 
cardinals, and in 
we cannot extend the second part of .rhis theorem to regular 
fact we have 
’ G ’ is uncauntable and regular. and f G + 1 s x (G ) -- 2, then 
Proof. By regularity and uncountability G - must have f G 1 camponcnts. Let %’ be 
any coloring aof G. T&n there mutt be at kast two colors which do not appear in 
% [a’*]. Thus in any component m which both of these: colors appear,’ they may be 
interchanged, and in any component ill which one does not appear, it can be 
interrhanged with any color which does. Since these changes may be made 
independently,, there are clearly 2j”’ porisible colorings. 
This is best possible in the sense that for any infinite cardinal K ;.here exists a 
graph G, of cardinality ic and chromatic number n such that 1 G :I r= n - I and 
I@. ) = 1) namely tt:e graph obtained by adding K new vertices to an (n - I)-clique 
and connecting each new vertex to every member of the clique. Furthermore, 9ri’d 
can COW add any other graph G’ of chromatic number n and cardinality less : j K 
to G,?. The resulting graph G = G, + G’ will continue to have chromatic num; LC n 
and cardinality K, and f G + f will remain equal to I Gzl. On the other hand, v(G) 
will, or course become v(G ‘1. For examj>le, if G ’ consists of an n-clique plus a z:et 
of discrete vertices, then z,(G) will be ?*‘;. 
Graphs such as these appear to be, in a sense, artificial, in that they consist, of a 
“small” part G’ .which essc b?tlaIly determines the coloring properties of the entire 
graph, and a remainder G, which simply serves to increase the cardinality of the 
entire graph. Nevertheless, we have the: surprising result that every uncountable 
graph G such that 1 G 1 is regular and u(G) and 1 G ‘1 are sufijciently small can be so 
partitioned. 
Thearm 3.3. rf 1 G 1 is uncodvtable and regular, 2’“+’ is less than 1 G I, and v{G ) is 
less &an 2 lcr I, then there is a subgraph H of G of chromatic number x(G) and 
cardivlality less than 1 G 1 such that each coloring of H extestds uniquely to a coloring 
of G. In particular, w(H) = w(G). 
Proof.. As before, G must consist of /G 1 distinct components each of cardinality 
strictly less than 1 &G I. If % is any coloring of G + which cannot be extended to G, 
then there must be at least one component Gg of G’ to which it cannot be 
extended. Similarly, if a coloring Ce of G * can bc extended to G. then the extension 
must be unique oi-1 all but fewer than ‘G 1 com;Jonents of G - else there wouM exist 
P colorings of G. In this case let G d be the union of those components of G - on 
. which % does not extend u!?iquely. Finally, 3’ A.(G’) is less than x(G), there must 
be a finite subgraph Gr rjf G for which x(GF + G*) = x(G). Thus let 
It’ = U{GZ : % is a coloring of G +I U G,* U G *. 
Now define a graph G to be weakly CLTI T acted iff I G * I is strictly less than I G 1. 
We note that if 1 G 1 is strongly inaccesc? then G weakly connected implies 
2@” < 1 G 1. Thus if we apply Theorem 3.3 this ca$e and use the fact that ZZtH’ will 
also be Iess iban 1 G 1, we have 
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We now consider the case 1 G f ( v(G) =C 2’“‘. By Theorem 2.3 this is impossible if 
G is denumerabie, ;Ind of course it is vacuousiy impossible at cardinals where the 
GenerJized Continuum Hypothesis (GCH) holds. However, if the GCH fails in an 
appropriate manner, such graphs wilt exist. For example, consider graphs of 
cardinafity Mt, and suppose that 2”o = N3 and 2”1 = Ms. Let G be the graph obtained 
by adding MO new vertices but no new edges to a uniquely n-colorable graph of 
cardinality &. Then v(G) wifl be exactIy 2”o 4 2% which is strictly between 1 G I= N, 
znd 21°1 = &. We shall see next that in this very special cake if 1 G f = Ml, then V(G) 
cannot equal &, and later (Theorem 3.5) we shall prove that if G is weakly 
connected, then z)(G) cannot equal &. 
Theorem 3.4. rf G is any graph for which v(G ) is strictfy greater than 1 G I, then 
v(G) is at least c. 
wf. Let 1 G 1 = K. If K = No, this is just Theorem 2.3; otherwise, the proof is 
similar. As in the proof of 2.3, we shall construct a tree consisting of colorings of 
finite subgraphs of G which are extendible to all of G. in this case, however, we 
shall define the tree inductively. 
We begin by considering the tree (T, -C ) consisting of the set of all finite binary 
sequences (sequences of zeros and ones) ordered by extension. This tree clearly 
admits c paths through it. Now correspond to each ljoint t E T a partial coloring %, 
of G such that 
(1) Each % has more than K extensions to all of G. 
(2) The number of vertices in the domain of Gel is equal to the length of t. 
(3) If t c u, then %:, is an extension of VZe,. 
(4) If t and u are incomparaMe, then there is a vertex u of G which is in the 
domains of both c&, and ST, and fur which %‘, (22) # %“, to). 
We construct this correspondence by induction on the length of the sequences t. 
Thus suppose we atready have %&. It is not hard to see that because %, has more 
than K extensions to G, there must by’ a vertex u of G and two extensions (8: and 
%: of %, such that %: and % I’ each have more than K extensions to G, 
domr(%$ = don@?:) = (u) Udom(%,), and V$u)# U::(u). Now iet %L o = $7, and 
let %?,.* = w,‘. 
Next, for each path JB through CT let %,, be the union of the colorings associated 
with the points of p. Clearly each such %,, is a coloring of a denumerable subgraph 
of G, ancl if p and t; are any two distinct paths, then there is ~3 1ertex u for which 
V,(u) # %, (0). It is atso clear that each %,, can be extended to all of G because it is 
well known that if every finite subcoloring of a partial coloring of a graph can bc 
extended to the entire graph, then the partial cokxing itself can be SC) extcndcd. But 
now the extensions of the %$ form a s@ of c coforings of G. 
At the other end of the spectrum, it seems reasonable to conjecture that it it., 
in%possib!e to have a graph G of cardinafity K for which u(G) is strictly between 2” 
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and 2”. Whi’it: we cannot prove this in the general case, we can prove it for weakly 
connected g raiphs. 
proof. If K 2:: No, then Theorem 2.3 applies; otherwise, as usual, G - must consist of 
K components each of cardinality strictly buss than K. Let % be any coloring of G ’ 
which can be extended to G. It there are K components of G- onto which % can he 
extended nonuniquely, then there must be 2” distinct extensions of % which are 
colorings of G. Now consider the case where % can be extended nonuniyueIy to 
only A < K It:omponents of G-. We look at two subcases. 
cd%? 1. $hlppOSe K = y + for some cardinal y. Then Ce extends nonuniquely to at 
most y comiTanents of G *, and each of these components has cardinality at most yz 
so the total number of extensions of % to G is at most (P)” = 2’ = 2, 
Case 2, Suppose K is a limit cardinal, i.e. is inaccessible, Then if we look at the 
cardinalities of the components onto which % extends nonuniquely, they will be 
bounded by some cardinal y < K . -ecuuse K is regular. Thus again the tota? number 
of p&sible exterssions of % to G #iii be at most (2’)” = 2” < 2”. 
?jeraie, iin ~ithcr c&e if no coloring of G + extends nonunique@ to K components, 
thee there 4 2 1 ie at most 2’O*’ X 2” = 2” colorings of G. 
Ccaolfar? 3.2 . If K is any cariiinal such that 2” = K +% and G is my weakly 
cmnectef f : . f.7 f cff rdiW&y K +, then either u(G) s 1 G f or v(G) = T? 
The major opsn :Iroblem in the denumerable case is the validity of the 
conjecture5 C,,.. One reason for believing these to be true is that they are 
generalizations of theorems first proven by Harary [I] concerning finite graphs. For 
example, if I( (G) = 3, v(G) = 1,6(G) = 4, and G is finite, then 6 can have at most 
4% vertices of degree less k!jan 4. A possible approach to proving these might be to 
cc-$idor 01s: conjectures 
If tbc~e are toa strong, jn:rhaps the Pyg*otheses hould be changed to require that 
they hold for ail colorings of \3. 
Fig. 4. 
An even stronger conjecture would bc: that urader the same hypothe$;s, 
d Tn. z(c) < I% implies that almost every vertex of G is adjacent to two vertices of 
every color other than its own. However, the graph in Fig. 4 is a counterexample to 
this in that it is of degree 4, it has chromatic number 3, and it is unique colorable, 
but the vertices indicated by arrows arc each adjacent to three vertices c one color 
and onty one vertex of the remaining color. 
In the nondenumerable case much work remains to be done. Define the 
chromatic spectrum of a cardinal to be the set {v(G): /G I] = K}. Clearly this 
spectrum COntabS the cardinaJs (A : A S K ) U (2” : h S K )* and for K = N,, or K + = 
2*, this will be the complete spectrum. Otherwise, we have very little information. 
Perhaps the first and most important question is whether or not the hypothesis of 
weak cannectivity is needed in Theerem 3.5. 
Then at the other end of the unF;lown part of the spectrum we would like 
generalizations of Theorem 3.4. T!K problem with directly extending the given 
construction is that while each of +.he given %$ can be extended to a coloring of the 
entire graph G, it is easy to cons.ruc:t examples in which there exist paths p such 
that %, has only me extension to G wea though each of its finite subcolorings has 
K extensions. A possible approach to the problem would be to begin with “large” 
cardinals such as meas#rlrable cardinals, etc. To generalize the pror?f of Theorem 23 
it would be sufficient to find a cardim! K with the following prciperty: 
T, : If T is any tree ojcasdinality K which has K levei;: each of cardinaiity less thn K. 
then the number of paths through T must be either at most K or exmt!v 2”. 
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